Introduction
Visual tracking is widely used in many computer vision applications such as robot vision, traffic surveillance, auto− matic manufacture, satellite contrail tracking and missile guide [1, 2] . The automatic tracking of motion object is a high accuracy and real−time technology, which is a re− search hotspot in pattern and computer vision. Although many great achievements have been gained in the past few years, the performance of algorithm still need be improved. In most applications, the tracking window is specified by the initial size and the size of tracking window will not be changed in the whole tracking process. Since the depth of field will be changed in the tracking process, the 2D size of motion object imaging by vision sensor will also be chan− ged. Especially, when the distance between object and visual sensor is more and more short, the size of motion object will be bigger than ever. If we still go along visual tracking with changeless window, the object will be lost to unsuccessful tracking. However, up to now, there is not any good method for solving the adaptive window of visual tracking.
In recent years, many scholars study the adaptive win− dow tracking algorithm for motion object. Comaniciu pre− sented a kernel window width selection method based on data driven (DBS) [3, 4] . It is a best kernel window width selection method when estimated by data driven. However, this method is particularly time−consuming, and cannot achieve real−time target tracking based on adaptive window. Collins presents a blob window tracking algorithm in the scale space (KBA), which performs filter for different scale space by Lindeberg theory. It uses kernel density estimation methods to track the peak of scale space, each of which repre− sents a peak of spatial location and scale of an image win− dow [5] . This method can get satisfactory result when the moving target size becomes smaller. However, when the target size become bigger, the size of target tracking win− dow is not always larger, or even very easy to become smaller, because the similarity measure will often achieved a local maximum within a smaller tracking window based on the Bhattacharyya coefficient [6] . Thus, the adaptive window size of moving target is not accurate. Ning−Song also presents the adaptive window target tracking method under the framework of the kernel function, whose basic idea is to extract the cornel feature point of the moving object in each frame image, and then search to find the best match of the model using the extracted corner feature point of next frame, then adaptively adjusts the target window size according to the location of the edge corner feature points [7] . This method requires image processing and edge corner feature detection in each image frame sequence, therefore it is inefficient.
Most of the existing visual tracking method is not able to analyze the feature space, in particular, is not suitable for the analysis of complex characteristics. In complex environ− ment, the tracking of visual feature is full of uncertainty, so that it is necessary to adopt a learning and adaptive capacity of the statistical model to identify and track targets of inte− rest. In the process of visual tracking, the feature of the moving target has uncertain noise in the image sequence, but this feature also has a certain statistical distribution. Recognition, prediction and estimation of multiple moving targets based on statistical feature, as well as realization of accurate tracking and localization of moving target between consecutive frames are important research directions of vi− sual tracking. In recent years, with the development of com− putational mathematics, probability theory, mathematical statistics, information theory, pattern recognition and other disciplines, the computer calculation and storage capacity of computer increase rapidly, the probability theory provide an effective tool to deal with unpredictable information by random variable.
In the current image matching technique for visual trac− king, the image matching method based on Bhattacharyya coefficient index is the most widely used methods. The extensively attentive mean shift tracking algorithm, is just using Bhattacharyya coefficient index as the measuring si− milarity basis between the template and the candidate regions. However, for a number of practical matching prob− lems, there is a clear deviation between the calculated opti− mal value using Bhattacharyya coefficient index and the actual location of target, or even cause an error match situa− tion. Reference 8 analyzes the reasons of this phenomenon, and puts forward a new image similarity metric, that is, maximum a posteriori probability index. This index uses the statistical feature to suppress background factor of sear− ching region, and realizes similarity measurement according to the posterior probability between the template and the candidate region. Not only the peak characteristics distribut− ing figure, but also the matching result of image sequence, the proposed index is significantly better than the Bhatta− charyya index. Based on the visual tracking algorithm of the maximum a posterior probability and feature distributing model when the object scale changes, this paper presents an adaptive window visual tracking method based on variable resolution (VRA).
Visual tracking algorithm based on
the maximum a posterior probability of statistical feature
In visual tracking systems, we always suppose the object image is located in search region since large−scale motion of the object is unable to happen. Suppose the feature vector of template is denoted by q, and the feature vector of candidate region is denoted by p, which are both m u dimensional vec− tor. If the RGB tricolour of feature colour histogram is denoted by 16 grades, then the corresponding feature vector dimension m u = 4096.
× ×´® + is the measure index judging the similarity degree between two feature vectors, whose value increases when similarity degree is improved. Then, the statistical feature based image match problem can be abstracted to such optimality problem for performance index max ( , )
where n s is the total number of candidate region in search− ing region, p i denotes the feature vector of the ith candidate region, i is the optimality variable for achieving the most similar match region. Suppose n p is the sum of pixels in searching region, the sum of pixels in template region is m, the sum of pixels in candidate region is n c . For every candidate region, detect every pixel in region in turn, and suppose the feature of pixel with the number j is u j ( ). If the object region is superposed on the candidate region, then when the detected pixel feature is u j ( ) the prior probability is
When the detected pixel is the feature u j ( ) in searching region, the posterior probability is
where s u j ( ) is the sector u j ( ) of the statistical feature s in a searching region. Therefore, if the specified pixel j in the candidate region is the feature u j ( ) corresponding to the event Y j , the conditional probability P X Y j ( )to judge whe− ther the candidate region is object region corresponding to the event X satisfies probability multiplication principle
i.e.,
For different pixels, the conditional probability above is independent of each other. When all n c pixels in the candi− date region are detected, the conditional probability for judging whether the match region is object region
where the summation formula performs sum computation according to pixel points. If the classification is processed according to feature, then the maximum posterior probabi− lity index can be derivative = f( , ) p q . (7) The formula above can be rewritten as the following form
where q m u denotes the statistical probability when the fea− ture u is in template, and p s u u denotes the posterior statis− tical probability when the feature u is presented in the candi− date region. Their product reflects the supporting degree of the feature u for the match region is selected. << ), and even though the prior statistical probability is very great when the region is selected, the supporting degree of the feature u is low.
The maximum posterior probability index function has sharp peak value just because it restrains the background feature in searching region, and it is easy to get the unique optimal solution. Additionally compared with the Bhatta− charyya index, the computation of the maximum posterior probability is linear with pixel data, so that it can save much time in seeking for optimal solution. Since the maximum posterior probability can distinguish the background feature and the object feature in a certain extent, it has litter restric− tion for selection of template scale and permit to carry rela− tively much blend feature between the background and the object, which is very beneficial to adaptive window image matching and variable resolution process.
Adaptive window object tracking method based on variable resolution
The size of object will be changed along with the change of depth of field when the object is moving. Especially when the scale of moving object gradually becomes larger, the computa− tion of the visual tracking algorithm based on statistical model will be also increased. To achieve real−time and high−effi− ciency tracking, we use feature statistical method based on variable resolution. That is to say, when the size of the object is larger than a value, a multiple resolution is used for the feature statistical method, to make that the actual resolution equals to given resolution. In the process of adaptive window tracking of motion object, the feature statistical resolution is changed. The low resolution is given to motion object with large size, which realizes the adaptive window object tracking based on variable resolution. As shown in Fig. 1 , suppose the defined width is w and the height is h for the motion object in the left figure. In the right figure, when the size of motion object constantly becomes larger, the computation will become greater if the low resolution has not been used. Suppose the width and the height of the new object tracking window are m and n times of the old size respectively, i.e., the width and height are m ẃ and n h , respectively. If the best resolution at the direction of width and height are w and h, respectively, as well as the width and height of the new object tracking widow are m and n times of the old width and height, respectively, then we can perform sampling every other m and n pixels along the width and height direction, therefore the sampling point required for statistical feature is just the intersection of real line along the width and height direction. After this variable resolution process, the computation of the motion object with old resolution W H becomes new required computation resolution w h . Even if the size of the motion object becomes very large, the required compu− tation will not be changed after variable resolution process. What is more, this well−proportioned sampling method with variable resolution will not inflect the accuracy of statistical feature. On the contrary, it improves the computation effi− ciency at high degree, which is most important to real visual tracking system.
In some cases, the depth of field between object and visual sensor is very big, so that the 2D size of motion object imaging by vision sensor will not take on large scale chan− ge. However, in many cases, for example in robot competi− tion the football is moving so that the distance from robot is sometimes near and sometimes close. The imaging size changes very clearly in these two cases. If we still perform object tracking according to the predefined and changeless window, the object will be lost to unsuccessful tracking.
To solve the adaptive window regulation problem of objection tracking, we analyze the posterior probability index on the inside and outside panes of the object window and present a mathematical model based on adaptive win− dow on the basis of maximum posterior probability index.
As shown in Fig. 2 , suppose the width is w and the height is h respectively for the motion object in the Kth frame in the left figure. In the right figure, it represents the size of motion object will become larger, constant and smaller in the K + 1th frame. When the motion object be− come larger, the size can be defined as ( , ) W H big big . Other− wise, when the motion object become smaller, the size can be defined as ( , ) W H small small . We can compute the posterior probability index on the original, inside and outside panes of the object window. When the size of the motion object becomes larger, the inside, original and outside panes of the object window will mostly become the feature of motion object. Moreover, the original background on the outside panes will become the feature region of motion region. Therefore, the posterior probability index on the original, inside and outside panes of the object window will be higher. In the same way, when the size of motion object becomes smaller, the inside, origi− nal and outside panes of the object window will mostly become the feature region of the background. Therefore, the posterior probability index on the inside, original and out− side panes of the object window will become lower. Suppose the posterior probability index on the original pane is P old , the posterior probability index on the inside pane is P small , and the posterior probability index on the outside pane is P big , the size for regulation along the width and height direction are S w and S h between two frames, then we can present the following adaptive window regu− lation model 
where a b f g , , , , and l are the threshold of the posterior probability index.
Since the variable resolution based statistical feature sampling method is presented in this paper, the change of the size of motion object will not change the computation complexity of visual tracking algorithm on the basis of the adaptive window regulation model, which realizes the adap− tive window object tracking algorithm based on variable resolution. After the size of the motion object in image sequence is obtained by our tracking method, we can com− pute the 3D position of object using the calibrated camera parameter.
Experimental results
To testify whether our proposed algorithm can realize effec− tive motion object tracking for real image sequences, we use an image sequence with 300 frames for visual tracking of car. This algorithm is carried out by Matlab language. In our experiment, a = 06 . , b = 0 3
. , f = 0 75 . , g = 05 . , l = 08 . , the values of S w and S h are both 2, the initial predefined resolu− tion is 45×45, and the experimental results is shown in Fig. 3 .
As shown in Fig. 3 , a big and black pane denotes the searching region in the current frame, which is centred at the object position in the last frame. The object region of car is shown by a small and white pane computed by our adaptive window visual tracking algorithm based on variable resolu− tion. Our proposed algorithm can effectively track the car moving with changeable image size.
To testify the efficiency of our algorithm, our new algo− rithm VRA is also compared with DBS and KBA algorithm by the 300 frames image sequences in Fig. 3 where the accuracy of algorithm is that the number of the right tracked frames divides into the number of the total frames, and the average computation time is that the total computation time divides into the number of the total frames. The experimen− tal results are shown in Table 1 , which demonstrate that our algorithm is optimal to the other algorithms in accuracy and computation time. 
Conclusions
In the process of visual tracking for motion object, the image size of motion object will be changed since the depth of field is changed when the object is moving. This paper presents an adaptive window object tracking method based on variable resolution. On the basis of the visual tracking algorithm, based on maximum posterior probability, we analyze the posterior probability index on the inside and outside panes of the object window, and build a mathemati− cal model for adjusting object size with an adaptive win− dow. Since the resolution changes according to the size of the object, this thesis uses a statistical sampling method of the feature by variable resolution to guarantee the real−time and efficiency performance. The resolution of the statistical feature is correspondingly changed in object tracking with an adaptive window. The resolution of a larger object is decreased, which realizes an object tracking method with adaptive window based on variable resolution. The experi− mental results demonstrate that our algorithm is optimal to the other algorithms in performance. In addition, after the size of the motion object in image sequence is obtained by our tracking method, we can compute the 3D position of object using the calibrated camera parameter. This proposed algorithm has been successfully used in our robot football competition.
